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Presentation of the work done in WP5 of the eSOTER project, on applications of eSOTER related to major soil threats. The project partners who contributed mentioned. 



Objectives 

• To provide examples of how e-SOTER can be used to evaluate 
threats to soils 

• To investigate whether use of the e-SOTER database will 
improve evaluation of threats to soil quality and performance 
compared with using data from legacy soil maps and 
databases. 
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The soil threats selected were soil erosion and soil compaction. 



Approach 
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Simple models were selected to simulate the soil threats soil erosion and soil compaction using both databases. The outputs were compared between each other. Expert elicitation was used as reference data to validate the model outputs, since the target variables were expressions of sensitivity and susceptibility to the soil threats, and therefore no direct observations on the target variables were available. 



Methods – model applications  

Soil erosion 
• Soil sensitivity to water 

erosion (MESALES, BGR2) 
• Potential soil loss (BGR1) 

 
Soil compaction 
• Inherent susceptibility to 

subsoil compaction (Jones) 
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The models were applied to the three eSOTER research windows; sensitivity to soil erosion by water and soil compaction in all three windows; potential soil loss in the CEU window. 
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The input variables to the models that were taken from both the eSOTER and legacy databases included those mentioned on the sheet. Other input variables remained identical between the model applications using each database. 



Expert elicitation 
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3 experts in the field of soil erosion and compaction for each combination of window and target variable were asked to assess the spatial coverage of the tarhet variable classes within 10 NUTS3-units in each of the windows. 



Analysis 

D: the maximum difference 
between the cumulative 
probabilities of the (discrete) 
spatial distributions of model 
outputs and/or expert 
assessments 
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In order to compare the spatial distributions of model outputs and/or expert assessments, the measure D was defined as the maximum difference between the cumulative probabilities of these spatial distributions. In the example D is indicated by the distance of the black arrow (in % coverage). 



Results – Model outputs 
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I will now show examples of the model results obtained for each target variable in the research windows, using the eSOTER database and the legacy database, and the difference between these two maps. 



Potential soil loss-CEU window 
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Similar potential soil loss in largest part of the area with inputIn SE part higher pot soil loss with eSOTER due to a difference in soil texture, reflected in the soil factor



Sensitivity to water erosion – CEU window 

Mesales - CEU 
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The maps show that differences in model outputs occur, up to 4 target variable classes. These relate to differences in the model input variables. But different model input variables may also result in an indifferent model output between the two databases. 



Sensitivity to water erosion – CEU window 



Sensitivity to water erosion – WEU window 
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The model outputs are incomplete for many of the eSOTER applications because one or more of the input variables were not available for the Soter unit concerned. 



Susceptibility to soil compaction – MOR window 



Sensitivity to water erosion – MOR window 



Comparison model - expert 

Model: 1*1 km2 pixels 

Experts: NUTS3-units 



Expert elicitation results 

disagreement 
 

agreement 
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Violins are mirrored functions expressing the density of the points. These figures give the deviations of cumulative distributions between experts. We see large values of D and large variations. 



CEU WEU 

MOR 
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D  here reflects deviations between model output and experts. D has large values, up till 100% for erosion sensitivity and susceptibility to subsoil compaction in the CEU and WEU windows.This implies that expert judgments on the spatial distributions of the target variables differ largely from the model outputs. D is not clearly smaller for the model applications using the eSOTER database, implying that the eSOTER database cannot be concluded to yield more reliable simulations of the target variables than the legacy databases. D shows no differentiation according to individual experts or NUTS3-units. 
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This figure shows the difference in values of D for the model applications using eSOTER and those using the legacy databases. If model outputs based on the eSOTER database are more in agreement with the expert assessments than model outputs based on the legacy databases, the dots will be below the red horizontal line. It seems that the dots are at both sides of this line, indicating that model outputs based on the eSOTER database are not always better according to the experts than those based on  legacy databases.



Conclusions-Model results 

• Different results for model applications using eSOTER versus 
legacy databases 

• Missing information on input variables in the eSOTER 
database for considerable parts of the windows 
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Ad 1: due to differences in the input variables. In areas with 0 difference, difference in input variables may cancel out in the model output. 



Conclusions - Expert results 

• Larger values and variation of D in the WEU window 
• Larger values and variation of D for soil compaction 
• No influence of area size or expert 
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Ad 1: This observation implies that experts agreed less on the target variables for the WEU window compared to the other two windows. Ad 2: This implies that experts agreed less on the susceptibility to soil compaction than on the target variables referring to soil erosion



Conclusions – model vs expert results 

• Large deviation of model outputs compared to expert 
responses (D up till 100%) 

• Model outputs based on the eSOTER database are not always 
better according to the experts than those based on  legacy 
databases 

• D shows no differentiation according to individual experts or 
the size of administrative units 
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Ad 1: This implies that expert judgments on the spatial distributions of the target variables differ largely from the model outputs.Three reasons may explain this observation: 1) the experts were provided with less detailed spatial information on the land properties relevant to the soil threat, whereas the models were fed with this information at the level of 1 km2 pixels, , 2) the experts estimated the coverage of the classes of the target variables visually (‘eye-ball estimates’), whereas the coverage of classes was exactly determined in the analysis software, and 3) the experts used process knowledge, external information and field knowledge, that was not available to or incorporated in the model applications.



Discussion 

• The eSOTER database does not fully cover the administrative 
units in the windows 

• The comparison of the databases only refers to the input 
variables of the models that differed between the databases 

• Model outputs are on ordinal scales (ordered classes). 
Differences between the databases providing the model 
inputs may therefore be tempered. 
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Ad 1: . As a consequence, estimates by the experts often pertain to a larger (and therefore different) area than the model outputs based on the eSOTER database.
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